Inter-patient distance metrics using SNOMED CT defining relationships
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Abstract

Background. Patient-based similarity metrics are important case-based reasoning tools which may assist with research and patient care applications. Ontology and information content principles may be potentially helpful tools for similarity metric development.

Methods. Patient cases from 1989 through 2003 from the Columbia University Medical Center data repository were converted to SNOMED CT concepts. Five metrics were implemented: (1) percent disagreement with data as an unstructured ‘‘bag of findings,’’ (2) average links between concepts, (3) links weighted by information content with descendants, (4) links weighted by information content with term prevalence, and (5) path distance using descendants weighted by information content with descendants. Three physicians served as gold standard for 30 cases.

Results. Expert inter-rater reliability was 0.91, with rank correlations between 0.61 and 0.81, representing upper-bound performance. Expert performance compared to metrics resulted in correlations of 0.27, 0.29, 0.30, 0.30, and 0.30, respectively. Using SNOMED axis Clinical Findings alone increased correlation to 0.37.

Conclusion. Ontology principles and information content provide useful information for similarity metrics but currently fall short of expert performance.

© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Improvements in data interchange standards, information systems, and data entry technologies have produced increased patient data in electronic format for clinical information systems. With more automation and creation of electronic health records, the amount of available coded patient data continues to expand. While most clinical databases are primarily used and designed for direct patient care, other important applications for these databases often lag behind, including clinical research and quality functions. Medical informatics data mining research can potentially help to improve the use of clinical databases for these applications. With respect to data mining of patient data, most reported studies use small, manually edited databases in order to examine focused and specific clinical questions [1–3]. Many believe, however, that one of the great potentials of health care data mining is the automated utilization of real-time large clinical databases for these applications [4,5].

Similarity is a fundamental concept that can help with the task of automated information integration. Measures of similarity aim to assess the degree of closeness between
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cases of interest and produce medically relevant interpretations of patients so that analogous case(s) can be discovered. Useful metrics aim to give a quantifiable evaluation as to how similar two patients are to one another, based upon the context of the question at hand.

Similarity can also be examined from different perspectives. Depending upon the application, a clinical researcher may be interested in identifying sets of similar patients, such as patients who might qualify for an experimental oncology chemotherapy protocol. Furthermore, in theory, similarity metrics may be able to generate new knowledge about how patients relate to one another. Some of the obvious categories of factors that might be important according to the question being answered include: a patient’s disease or condition (diagnoses), patient intervention (procedure), and patient environment and pre-existing state (demographics, address).

In clinical medicine, similarity metrics are typically based upon the case, defined as one or several medical encounters, or the entire patient record. If metrics can approach the behavior of experts, they will likely have an important role in case-based reasoning for research and for real-production systems, including decision-support applications. We were interested in exploring the methodological issues with inter-patient distance metrics by examining case-based similarity from a general clinical perspective and in using ontology principles as a tool to examine previously described distance metrics in medical informatics and to construct additional measures. These measures were then evaluated on patient cases with expert evaluation as our gold standard.

2. Background

2.1. Similarity metrics in clinical medicine

Similarity metrics in the general literature have most commonly focused on semantic similarity. Semantic similarity metrics quantify similarity in meaning between two concepts. Reported measures have used techniques of mutual information [6], Dice coefficient [7], cosine coefficient [7], information content [8], and distance-based metrics [9,10].

Semantic similarity has also been extended beyond single concept level comparisons to comparisons of two words with multiple meanings. For this extended case, Resnik [8] proposed that the task of semantic similarity between words could be dealt with in one of two ways: (1) by comparing all term pair combinations and weighting the more frequent senses more heavily or (2) by taking the maximum similarity between each term sense for one word and the closest term sense for the other word. In an analogous problem to the second approach, metrics between cases (inter-patient similarity) also compare large sets of data composing each case, where each piece of data in one case is measured relative to the closest data element in the other patient in order to derive an overall metric.

The study of similarity can also be viewed in terms of the information sources used. Knowledge-free approaches can be implemented, which rely on statistical measures, such as term frequency and co-occurrence data [11]. As medicine is a large and complex domain which is rich in synonymy and rich in semantically similar or related concepts, these knowledge-free approaches are often not ideal. Taxonomies and ontologies provide an information-rich framework from which to compare concepts within a domain. An ontology has a structured format with relationships between concepts. The “isa” relationship with parent and child is the core relationship, and other semantic relationships provide additional associations between terms (such as “part-of” or “active-ingredient-of”). While an important strength of ontologies is their information-rich nature, one of the major drawbacks arises from the inconsistent completeness in many terminologies with respect to structure and content. In particular, with respect to medical ontologies, concept coverage for clinical sub-domains can vary markedly for different terminologies [12].

With semantic similarity and ontologies, Caviedes and Cimino [13] proposed a distance metric between biomedical concepts using the minimum number of “isa” parent links between two target concepts in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). Lord et al. [14] applied a similarity score using Gene Ontology (GO) and information content to measure similarity between GO entries. While these studies focus on semantic distance as opposed to inter-patient distance, they demonstrate a foundation to use ontology principles to assess inter-patient distance. To date, most reports in the clinical literature with patient-based distance have used structure-free approaches or have focused upon a medical subspecialty with relatively small numbers of data variables [15,16].

2.2. SNOMED CT terminology

The information-rich framework provided by medical terminologies with the relationships provided between concepts led us to look closely at several clinical terminologies as tools for case-based distance metrics. Some of the candidate terminologies considered included ICD9-CM, SNOMED CT, and UMLS. As medical terminologies have structured formats with relationships between concepts, we were interested in a terminology with good concept coverage and with a rich structure of relationships between concepts, including “isa” relationships and other semantic relationships.

ICD9-CM, commonly used for administrative coding, deals exclusively with diagnosis and procedure related concepts. Relationships between concepts are inferred and not always complete or accurate in meaning. Each diagnosis is classified into disease-specific categories, and each of these has a subcategory diagnosis from which a specific diagnosis code is derived. While ICD9-CM does give important relationships of organ systems and some classes of diagnoses, it does not have a more extensive “isa” type hierarchy from its structure. In addition, the ICD9-CM structure contains
significant inaccuracies and inconsistencies [17,18]. ICD9-CM also does not contain concepts unrelated to diagnosis or procedure. Furthermore, there are important issues associated with the consistency, quality, and accuracy of administrative coding [19–22].

Of the various terminologies in the medical domain, the UMLS contains the greatest number of medical concepts, as it is a conglomeration of many different terminologies. While the UMLS preserves semantic relations as expressed in the source terminologies, it does not intrinsically have a well-structured set of relationships between concepts which would be desired for our study of similarity. Thus, the UMLS itself does not have the desired features from a terminology which we sought for applying our similarity metric.

SNOMED CT was the terminology implemented in this study for several important reasons. First, the terminology is now publicly available. Second, the terminology has proven to have very good concept coverage [12,23–26] with over 361,800 concepts as of July 2004. Third, the defining relationships of SNOMED CT include an extensive “isa” structure along with containing other semantic relationships. From the top of the SNOMED CT hierarchy, 18 separate classes of concepts have been defined in SNOMED CT. SNOMED CT also has 46 different semantic relationship pairs in addition to the “isa” and “inverse-isa” relationship pair, which may be used to relate two concepts to one another. Conceptually, the SNOMED CT terminology may be considered a single tree with the concept “SNOMED CT concept” at the root with 18 children representing the 18 classes or axes of concepts. Alternatively, it may be thought of as 18 separate trees with semantic links between trees. The 18 SNOMED CT axes were also examined as possible similarity features in our evaluation.

### 2.3. Inter-patient distance considerations

Semantic distance measures the relative closeness between two concepts of interest from a terminology or concept-oriented view. Inter-patient distance compares the relative closeness between two cases (sets of patient data) of interest. Clinical distance, used in the calculation of inter-patient distance, is the amount of relative evidence for closeness from an inter-patient distance perspective when comparing a single concept in one case with the nearest concept in a second case. The word “clinical” is used for this quantity because the magnitude of the distance between concepts from a case-based view is influenced by the clinical granularity of the concept(s) in question (see Consideration 2). There were several other important observations which were noted.

**Consideration 1.** Inter-patient distance is not determining if cases are identical.

Rather, inter-patient distance attempts to quantify: given the information known about two cases, how much evidence is there that two patients are similar? Two patients can have the same or a very similar description and not be the same patient, particularly when the amount of data describing the patient is minimal. Patients can therefore have a distance metric to themselves greater than zero if there is minimal evidence for similarity.

**Consideration 2.** Semantic distance between two concepts is different than clinical distance between two case features.

Whether the difference between semantic and clinical distance is meaningful in computing an overall inter-patient distance metric remains unclear, as patient cases are typically composed of many coded data assertions, and differences at the individual term level may result in having minimal impact on the overall metric. As previously stated, we use the concept of “clinical” for this quantity because the magnitude of the distance between concepts from a case-based view is influenced by the clinical granularity of the concept(s) in question, as the level of abstraction or generalization of terms is important.

Using the example in Table 1 with concepts “heart disease” (HD) and “mitral valve prolapse” (MVP), these ideas concerning concept generalization can be illustrated with semantic versus clinical distance. The concepts in examples 1 and 2 have a semantic distance of zero between one another: \(\text{Dist}_{\text{sem}}(\text{HD,HD}) = 0\) and \(\text{Dist}_{\text{sem}}(\text{MVP,MVP}) = 0\), which makes both pairs equally close to one another. From a case-based perspective, however, patient A and B in example 2 with MVP have more evidence of similarity than the patients with HD in example 1: \(\text{Dist}_{\text{Clin}}(\text{HD,HD}) > \text{Dist}_{\text{Clin}}(\text{MVP,MVP})\). This is because while both patients with HD from a semantic perspective have the same concept and therefore a semantic distance of zero, when applying these concepts to the patient case, HD could mean many other disease entities, including MVP, coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure, aortic stenosis, and others whereas MVP refers to the same particular disease entity. We would also assert that in example 3, patient A with HD and patient B with MVP (example 3) have a distance of a comparable magnitude to the two patients in example 1 that both have HD: \(\text{Dist}_{\text{Clin}}(\text{HD,HD}) \approx \text{Dist}_{\text{Clin}}(\text{HD,MVP})\). While it is possible that both patients have MVP, since HD subsumes many additional disease entities, statistically it is likely that these two patients have two different varieties of HD.

The clinical distance should therefore be influenced by the closeness between concepts within a terminology and also by the informativeness of the nodes at issue. As such, leaf nodes are more informative and specific than non-leaf nodes, which can provide more potential evidence or lack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example 1</th>
<th>Example 2</th>
<th>Example 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient A</td>
<td>HD</td>
<td>MVP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient B</td>
<td>HD</td>
<td>MVP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of evidence for similarity between cases. As a result, nodes with more evidence for similarity should contribute more to the overall distance metric, which is typically taken into account by using a weighting factor.

One method described previously is the use of information content from information theory principles [8], which for a concept is defined as \( I(\text{concept}) = -\log P(\text{concept}) \). Here, \( P(\text{concept}) \) is the probability of concept, which can be calculated using a variety of methods, including corpus statistics. In an “isa” taxonomy, the concept that subsumes the two concepts of interest is used to measure the similarity between concepts. In Fig. 1, if \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) were compared, the information content of \( C_4 \) would be a metric reflecting the information shared by the concepts within the “isa” hierarchy. In a hierarchy with non-“isa” links (depicted as dashed line in Fig. 1), if \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) were being compared, \( C_6 \) would be the correct concept to use if “isa” links were only considered. If non-“isa” links are used, then the correct concept(s) to use becomes less clear.

**Consideration 3.** Clinical distance from a concept in one case to the nearest concept in another case can be calculated using defined relationships to find the “minimal-cost” path.

From Consideration 2, it follows that a non-zero cost would be associated with the starting node itself. The number of path links between concepts does not achieve this property, but it is a useful comparison. The number of links between nodes is also highly dependent upon the pre-defined network hierarchy. Two approaches that might be less sensitive to this issue include the use of a prevalence measure for cost and/or the use of information content. Nodes that are less granular (many descendants) should have a higher cost than those more granular (few descendants).

**3. Methods**

**3.1. Data preparation**

Patient demographic data, coded procedure and diagnosis data (ICD9-CM codes), and text documents from the Columbia University Medical Center (CUMC) clinical data repository from 1989 through 2003 were used for this study (Fig. 2). Text documents included discharge summaries, clinic notes, transfer of service notes between physician housestaff, radiology, pathology, microbiology documents, and other ancillary reports. Documents not available in electronic format were daily progress notes, nursing notes, and some ambulatory care notes. Although medication and laboratory data were sometimes included in summary form in text documents, such as discharge summaries and admission notes, pharmacy and laboratory data were excluded from the dataset.

Data were converted to SNOMED CT codes using automated tools. Demographic data were converted with a script converting data to SNOMED CT codes. ICD9-CM codes were converted to SNOMED CT concepts using tools from the UMLS (Version 2004AB, file MRCONSO). Text documents were encoded to structured target terms using the natural language processor MedLEE (Medical Language Extraction and Encoding System) [27]. As previously reported, MedLEE has a module which maps its target terms in an automated manner to UMLS codes [28]. Negative or uncertain MedLEE assertions were then eliminated and UMLS tools (file MRCONSO.RRF) were used to convert each UMLS code to SNOMED CT. Each patient case was ultimately represented as a set of positive SNOMED CT coded assertions.

**3.2. Distance metrics**

We decided to apply a series of distance metrics to evaluate inter-patient distance. For the first metric, data was viewed as an unstructured “bag of findings,” and the proportion of disagreement between cases was calculated (Eq. (1)).

\[
\text{Dist}_{\text{Inter-pt}} = \frac{\text{Number of features in one but not both cases}}{\text{Number of features in either case}}
\]

From a mathematical perspective, this metric is a true distance in that the distance from a patient to himself is zero and that the metric is both communicative and associative. Metric 1 is a knowledge-free approach.

The remaining four distance metrics used the SNOMED CT defining relationships. When calculating shortest path between two nodes for these metrics, the number of non-“isa” or non-“inverse-isa” links was limited to one. In this manner, concepts with important relationships between two patients might be discovered, such as a particular disease and its organ system. In addition, limiting the number of non-“isa” or non-“inverse-isa” links to one was helpful in limiting unrelated or non-sense relationship paths from being found. No limit on the number of “isa” or “inverse-isa” links was placed so that the least upper bound distance between any two concepts would potentially be traversing directly from the first concept to the top node (“SNOMED CT concept”) and down to the second node (Fig. 1).
The overall distance metric between two patients is then the average $D$ from the first to the second patient and $D$ from the second to first patient (Eq. (2)). From this, the overall metric is communicative. As detailed in Consideration 1 the inter-patient distance from a patient to himself would be greater than zero. These metrics are also not generally associative.

$$\text{Dist}_{\text{Inter-pt}}(P_A, P_B) = \text{Dist}_{\text{Inter-pt}}(P_A, P_B) = \frac{D_{P_A, P_B} + D_{P_B, P_A}}{2}. \quad (2)$$

In general, $D_{P_A, P_B} \neq D_{P_B, P_A}$, where $P_A$ is patient A and $P_B$ is patient B. $D_{P_A, P_B}$ is the weighted average of clinical distance between each of the $s$ nodes ($v_i$) in patient A to the node of patient B ($v_{ib}$) which minimizes the clinical distance, and where $w_i$ is the weight of the $i$th node of patient A (Eq. (3)). Because the quantity $D_{P_A, P_B}$ is reliant upon each of $P_A$’s nodes in relation to the closest node of $P_B$, this quantity may be very different than $D_{P_B, P_A}$.

$$D_{P_A, P_B} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{s} w_i \min_{v_{ib} \in P_B} \{\text{dist}_{\text{clin}}(v_i, v_{ib})\}}{\sum_{j=1}^{s} w_j}. \quad (3)$$
The second metric was average minimal number of links between concepts. Using Eq. (3), \( w_i = 1 \) and \( \text{dist}_{\text{clin}}(v_i, v_b) \) = number of path links. This metric implements the shortest path problem and is similar to other previously described measures that use path length [9,10,13]. As alluded to previously, this metric does not take into account Consideration 2, since the number of links from a concept to itself is zero.

The third metric expands upon the second metric by using information content principles and keeps the clinical distance as the number of path links. The number of descendants of the term (number of descendants of the term, including the term itself) was used to construct a weighting factor. While Resnik and others consider only “isa” links and use the superconcept that subsumes the two concepts at issue, we considered other semantic relationships in addition to “isa” links. As a result, the probability of the superconcept within the “isa” hierarchy would be artificially high when another semantic relationship is considered, and the weighting factor would become very small. For this reason, we used the term at issue alone for our weight. Another issue with using the number of descendants is that this quantity is dependent upon SNOMED CT hierarchy variations.

\[
\text{dist}_{\text{clin}}(v_i, v_b) = \sum_{j=1}^{x} P(v_j),
\]

where \( P(v_j) = \frac{\text{Number of idesc}(v_j)}{\text{Total number of terms}} \).

Contrasting the four structured metrics to one another, the second metric is the most straightforward. It uses average minimal number of links between concepts and the defined relationships to calculate semantic distances between terms. The third metric is similar to metric two, as path distance is the same, but it expands upon the second metric by using information content principles for the weight. This metric utilizes the defined relationships and term depth (number of idescendants) to take into account the specificity of each term along the path. The fourth metric also uses information content principles for the weight, but instead uses term frequency within the corpus in question instead of descendants. This is metric is theoretically less influenced by SNOMED CT hierarchy variations. The fifth and final metric, in comparison to all of the other metrics, combines information content with a clinical distance. By using a clinical distance, this metric takes into account all of the discussed considerations, as it uses information content for the weight, as well as implements a clinical distance to construct the distance between nodes of one patient to nodes of a second patient.

### 3.3. Metric evaluation

The five distance metrics were evaluated using 30 random patient cases with an inpatient hospitalization admitted to any of the six general medical-surgical inpatient floors at CUMC in 2003 (Fig. 2). Metrics were computed overall and along each of the 18 SNOMED CT axes (e.g., Procedure, Specimen, Events). Much like the experiment often conducted for word similarity [29], our gold standard was expert evaluation by three physicians (G.B.M., F.P.M., A.S.R.). For this study, the definition of similarity was vague, and evaluators were asked to rate case similarity based upon what made clinical sense to them. Experts used the electronic medical record browser WebCIS at CUMC [30] to access the entire electronic patient chart from 1989 through 2003, which was the source data from which the encodings for each of the algorithms were derived. The electronic chart consisted of discharge summaries, operative notes, radiology reports, pathology reports, ICD9-CM diagnosis coding, laboratory values, and other procedure reports. Experts assigned case pairs a score between 1 and 5, with 1 indicating “identical/very high degree of similarity” and 5 meaning “not at all similar.” Inter-rater reliability was calculated using Cronbach’s Alpha [31]. Expert evaluations were correlated to one another, as were the inter-patient distance measures to average expert scores, using the Spearman’s rho coefficient of rank correlation [32]. To estimate the variance of the correlation coefficient and their differences, a bootstrap
algorithm was implemented [33], and then a normal approximation was used to estimate \( p \) values.

4. Results

The three physician experts rated 30 cases with an overall inter-rater reliability 0.91. The correlation amongst expert rater scores ranged from 0.61 to 0.81, which represents an upper bound for automated performance. There was no statistical difference in the correlation amongst the experts. While the entire electronic chart was available to the experts, for the task of rating case similarity based upon what made clinical sense, all three experts reported that discharge summaries were predominantly used in their similarity score determinations. The second most common source used by the three experts was reported as ICD9-CM codes by one and operative notes by two of the experts.

The average expert rating for each pairwise comparison of the 30 cases was correlated with the results for each metric, as depicted in Table 2. The structured algorithms had a slightly greater correlation than when data were viewed as an unstructured “bag of findings” (Algorithm 1 (0.27) versus Algorithm 2 (0.29) or versus Algorithms 3, 4, or 5 (0.30)), but the differences were not significant. These correlations represent 30% higher of a likelihood that the metrics would agree than disagree with the experts. Furthermore, as expected, experts were statistically more likely to agree with one another than any of the algorithms were likely to agree with the experts (\( p < 0.0001 \)).

Each term was also categorized into its SNOMED CT axis to correlate the axes to expert scores. The metrics were re-calculated along each of the 18 SNOMED CT axes with the second and fifth algorithm. As depicted in Table 3, the axes that correlated most strongly with experts were axes “Clinical Finding,” “Body Structure,” and “Procedure” for algorithms 2 and 5, respectively. “Clinical Finding” for algorithm 2 was significantly more likely to agree with experts than the basic algorithm 2 (\( p = 0.0080 \)) or “Procedure” for algorithm 2 (\( p = 0.0015 \)) but not more likely to agree than “Body Structure” for algorithm 2 (\( p = 0.11 \)). Similarly, “Clinical Finding” for algorithm 5 was significantly more likely to agree with experts than the basic algorithm 5 (\( p = 0.0025 \)), “Procedure” for algorithm 5 (\( p = 0.036 \)), and “Body Structure” for algorithm 5 (\( p = 0.035 \)).

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Detailed metric description</th>
<th>Correlation to experts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bag of findings</td>
<td>( \text{Dist}<em>{\text{inter}-\text{pt}} = \frac{\sum</em>{i=1}^{n} w_i \text{min} [\text{dist}<em>{\text{desc}}(v_i, v_x)]}{\sum</em>{j=1}^{n} w_j} )</td>
<td>0.61–0.81&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average links between concepts</td>
<td>( w = 1 ) and ( \text{dist}_{\text{clin}}(v_x, v_y) = ) number of path links</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links weighted by information content with descendants</td>
<td>( w_i = -\log P(v_i), ) where ( P(v_i) = \frac{\text{Number of idesc}(v_i)}{\text{Total number of terms}} )</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links weighted by information content with term frequency</td>
<td>( w_i = -\log P(v_i), ) where ( P(v_i) = \frac{\sum_{s=1}^{\text{count}(s)} \text{idesc}(v_s)}{N} )</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path distance with descendants weighted by information content with descendants</td>
<td>( w_i = -\log P(v_i), ) where ( P(v_i) = \frac{\text{Number of idesc}(v_i)}{\text{Total number of terms}} )</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> For algorithms 2 through 5,
\[
\text{Dist}_{\text{inter}-\text{pt}}(P_A, P_B) = \frac{D_{\text{pt}} P_A + D_{\text{pt}} P_B}{2}
\]
and
\[
D_{\text{pt}} P_A = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \text{min} [\text{dist}_{\text{desc}}(v_i, v_x)]}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j},
\]
where \( D_{\text{pt}} P_A \) is weighted average of clinical distance between each of the \( s \) nodes \( (v_i) \) in patient A to the node of patient B \( (v_y) \) which minimizes the clinical distance, and where \( w_i \) is the weight of the \( i \)th node of patient A.

<sup>b</sup> Correlation of experts to one another.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axis</th>
<th>Metric (2) minimum number of links</th>
<th>Metric (5) descendant weight, descendant path cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Finding</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Structure</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.28***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure</td>
<td>0.22**</td>
<td>0.25***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>* \( p = 0.11 \), “Clinical Finding” metric 2 versus “Body Structure” metric 2. ** \( p = 0.0015 \), “Clinical Finding” metric 2 versus “Procedure” metric 2. *** \( p = 0.035 \), “Clinical Finding” metric 5 versus “Body Structure” metric 5. **** \( p = 0.036 \), “Clinical Finding” metric 5 versus “Procedure” metric 5. **
5. Discussion

Inter-patient similarity metrics can potentially help datamining researchers answer complex clinical questions for large populations. The issues with this task remain challenging. This study represents a formal attempt to address and discuss some of the underlying issues with inter-patient distance using ontology and information content principles as tools. While the addition of ontology principles and information content did result in improved metrics, metric performance is still not as good as experts.

Despite the increase in observed correlation when comparing an unstructured “bag of findings” to the other four metrics, there was virtually no difference in the correlations in the four different metrics which used SNOMED CT. This was unexpected, as we anticipated that as algorithms progressed from less to more complex (algorithm 2 up to 5), that metric performance would improve and change as more of the described patient similarity principles were incorporated into the metrics. As such, while all the discussed inter-patient similarity principles appear to be important from an intuitive standpoint, which one(s) will be key for inter-patient similarity in practice has yet to be determined. While using descendants within the metrics would intuitively be influenced by intricacies and variations in SNOMED CT, using descendants versus term frequency did not have a negative effect upon metric performance in our experiment.

It is unclear what relative contribution inaccurate coding of data during conversion to SNOMED CT or the somewhat fuzzy structure of SNOMED CT itself had upon the metrics and our results. There was almost certainly some loss of granularity and accuracy in our results due to issues associated with converting from a source terminology (such as ICD9 codings) to SNOMED CT. Our results could potentially be improved if all data were initially encoded in SNOMED CT without the need to convert data from one source terminology to another. Clearly, the usefulness of ontology principles as tools for a particular purpose depends highly upon the quality and granularity of the terminology in question. As such, we speculate that some of the stakeholders in the development of SNOMED CT (pathology or internal medicine) may have improved the quality of concept and hierarchy development in these areas more than those domains with less traditional involvement with SNOMED CT’s development (public health or surgery).

We were able to demonstrate that patient similarity assessment is well correlated among expert physician raters given the task of defining similarity as what made clinical sense to them. Similarity for this set of random patient cases appears to correlate most strongly with concepts within the SNOMED CT axes “Clinical finding,” “Body Structure,” and “Procedure,” which roughly correspond to (1) diseases, signs, and symptoms, (2) organ systems, and (3) procedures, respectively. This is perhaps somewhat intuitive but is an interesting observation to formally identify. An interesting follow-up study could be to formally conduct a cognitive analysis of experts with the task of case-based similarity from several perspectives. In this manner, we may be able to understand the cognitive process used by experts and how this changes according the question or task at hand in order to optimize future computer performance. Furthermore, while ICD9-CM was rejected for several of its limitations from a structural and content coverage perspective, it would be interesting to use ICD9-CM in a follow-up experiment to compare its performance to SNOMED CT, as ICD9-CM’s coverage of these concept class axes is good. As a follow-up experiment, all five of these metrics could be applied to data from the discharge summaries alone, which was thought by experts to be the highest yield data source. This could help to test the degree to which incomplete SNOMED coding, or other information associations, contributed to the poorer observed performance of the metrics.

In summary, the authors propose several patient-based distance measures with varying complexity, building upon previously described measures. Our evaluation of these measures reveals that useful information can be obtained from these techniques, but further research will be needed in order to achieve the goal of automated utilization of these measures for practical uses. Future work should aim to understand better these correlations, to leverage this knowledge to create better metrics, and to identify subsets of patient data best correlated with experts.

6. Conclusion

Inter-patient similarity is a fundamental area of development in datamining research. Defined relationships of the terminology and principles of information content were able to provide valuable information for distance metrics, and narrowing in on the features used in expert determination of similarity with SNOMED CT axes was helpful. These measures, however, currently fall short of expert performance.
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